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We present a formalism for a variational excited state density functional theory with strong parallels to ground state
Kohn-Sham theory. In particular, the approach develops density functional expressions for the energies of singly-excited
states and combines them with the variational principle from excited state mean field theory. This formalism avoids
the need for linear response and the adiabatic approximation and thus addresses both the electron-affinity/ionization-
potential imbalance and the need for post-excitation orbital relaxations. In preliminary testing, these features deliver
dramatic improvements in charge transfer energies relative to time dependent density functional theory while maintain-
ing accuracy for valence excitations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Density functional theory (DFT)1 based on the Kohn-Sham
(KS) approach2 is the most widely used electronic structure
method in chemistry, physics, and materials science. Due to
its favorable scaling with system size and reasonable accuracy
in a variety of different circumstances, DFT is often regarded
as one of the most powerful tools for studying the electronic
and dynamic properties of materials and medium to large
molecules. Although originally formulated for ground states,
the development of time-dependent density functional theory
(TDDFT)3–6 extends DFT’s capability to model excited states
based on a linear response (LR) formalism. Numerous appli-
cations have shown that TDDFT’s errors for simple valence
excitation energies often fall in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 eV,
which is impressively close to the performance of high-level
quantum chemistry methods such as EOM-CCSD.7 With a
similar blend of affordability and accuracy as in the ground
state, TDDFT has become the most widely used theoretical
method for studying electronic excitations in molecules.
Both ground state DFT and TDDFT are formally exact
methods. So far, however, the only computationally tractable
forms of these methods involve the use of significant approxi-
mations. In the ground state theory, the last few decades have
seen considerable effort devoted to improvements in approxi-
mations for the exchange-correction (xc) functional. Today,
a multitude of functionals are in use, ranging from purely
local forms like the local density approximation (LDA)8 to
more complicated empirical fitting approaches such as the
Minnesota9 and ωB9710 families of functionals, to forms that
seek to recover important piecewise linearity conditions.11–13
Generally speaking, the empirical inclusion of exact and
range-separated exchange has led to impressively accurate
ground state properties, such as binding energies, molecular
geometries, and barrier heights.14 An important point to re-
member about all of these approaches is that they rely on the
KS approximation in which the kinetic energy is evaluated
via a fictitious wave function whose form is reasonable for a
closed shell ground state. When we consider an analogous
a)Electronic mail: eneuscamman@berkeley.edu.
variational formalism for single excitations, it will be natu-
ral to attempt to retain this advantage by considering fictitious
wave functions whose forms are appropriate for open-shell ex-
citations.
Of course, at present, excitations are usually treated by em-
ploying approximate ground state xc functionals in the lin-
ear response formalism of TDDFT. This situation arises from
the adiabatic approximation (AA).15,16 The central quantity
in TDDFT is the xc-kernel fxc(r, t;r′, t ′), defined as the func-
tional derivative of the xc-potential,15
fxc(r, t;r′t ′) =
δυxc[n](r, t)
δn(r′, t ′)
(1)
in which the υxc(r, t) is the time-dependent analogy of the
ground state xc-potential and n(r, t) is the electron density.
The AA replaces the time-dependent xc-potential with the
ground state xc-potential15,
υadiaxc [n](r, t) = υ
GS
xc [n(t)](r) (2)
at which point the xc-kernel becomes
f adiaxc (r, t;r
′t ′) =
δυGSxc [n(t)](r)
δn(r′, t ′)
= δ (t−t ′) δ
2Exc[n]
δn(r)δn(r′)
. (3)
Most notably, this approximation leads the xc-kernel to be lo-
cal both in time and space if the ground state xc functional is
local as in LDA, or local in time but nonlocal in space in the
case of hybrid functionals.
While the AA is enormously convenient in that it makes
TDDFT efficient and allows it to use existing ground state
functionals, it does create important limitations when mod-
eling charge transfer (CT), Rydberg, and double excitations.
For example, TDDFT often drastically underestimates exci-
tation energies for long-range CT states17–19 and Rydberg
states,20–22 and it is completely incapable of describing dou-
bly excited states.23,24 Besides the underestimation of exci-
tation energies, it is also well known that for long-range CT
excited states, standard pure and hybrid functionals also fail to
exhibit the correct 1/R dependence along the charge separa-
tion coordination.17,25 Given the technological and biological
importance of CT, the limitations of practical TDDFT in this
area are especially frustrating.
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2To be more precise, these difficulties stem from two approx-
imations: first, the usage of approximate xc functionals, and
second, the AA. The former is responsible for the problems in
Rydberg excited states and the missing 1/R behavior in long-
range CT. For Rydberg states, the problem lies primarily in the
fact that the ground state xc-potential of local and semi-local
functionals decays exponentially with r, much faster than the
1/r decay of the exact xc-potential. In order to deal with this
problem, the asymptotic correction approach21 has been de-
veloped and results in dramatically improved Rydberg ener-
getics. For CT excited states, range-separated hybrid func-
tionals (RSH)26–31 successfully yield the correct 1/R behav-
ior of long range CT excited states. These functionals sepa-
rate the Coloumb potential into a short-range and a long-range
part and then gradually switches to a full Hartree-Fock (HF)
exchange treatment in the long range limit. This approach
eliminates the CT self-interaction error in which derivatives
of the approximated exchange term fail to deliver the long
range Coulomb term that should be present in the linear re-
sponse equations.23 Even with the 1/R issue repaired, though,
long range CT still poses challenges due to DFT’s imbalanced
accounting of electron-electron repulsion in the orbital ener-
gies that control ionization potentials and electron affinities, a
problem we will refer to as the EA/IP imbalance. While we
will discuss this issue further when analyzing our results, we
will for now point out that substantial progress in this area has
been made via the optimal tuning approach,32,33 even if it is
not always obvious how to select a single tuning parameter in
cases where multiple different types of excitations are to be
treated simultaneously.
Unlike issues with CT, TDDFT’s failure to describe dou-
bly excited states can be laid squarely at the feet of the
AA, which converts the memory-dependent time-non-local
xc-kernel fxc(r, t;r′t ′) into a time-local affair with no memory.
One consequence of this simplification is that, when expressed
in Fourier space, the AA xc kernel is frequency independent.
Given that it has been shown that the exact xc kernel carries
a strong frequency dependence near a double excitation,34,35
adiabatic xc-kernels are thus not appropriate or accurate for
doubly excited states. In practice, this failure also creates dif-
ficulties for other excitations, especially in the context of CT.
As pointed out by Ziegler and coworkers,36,37 another conse-
quence of the AA is that it fails to account for orbital relax-
ation effects. An intuitive way to see this in light of the double
excitation limitation is to consider that, after the single excita-
tion itself, the leading order term in the Taylor expansion of an
orbital-relaxed singly excited state is a linear combination of
doubly excited determinants. Since CT excited states undergo
substantial charge deformations and changes in dipole when
compared to the ground state, allowing the orbitals to relax
during the excitation is crucial.38 Without orbital relaxation
effects, errors in CT excitation energies often reach multiple
eVs,17 even when RSH functionals are employed. In sum,
it would be highly desirable to have a practical excited state
DFT methodology that could bypass the AA and so relax or-
bitals while also resolving the EA/IP imbalance.
In this paper, we present a variational excited state DFT
(VES-DFT) in pursuit of this goal. Instead of relying on
the linear response formalism and AA of TDDFT, we de-
velop density functional expressions for the energies of sim-
ple excitations and couple them with an excited state varia-
tional principle in a manner that strongly parallels the KS-
DFT approach to ground states. Excited state variational prin-
ciples have recently been successfully incorporated into both
quantum Monte Carlo39 and excited state generalizations of
Hartree Fock theory.40,41 By further extending them into DFT,
the work presented here addresses both the need for excited-
state-specific orbital relaxations and the EA/IP imbalance. In
a variety of exploratory calculations, we find that, when paired
with an xc functional with a high degree of exact exchange
(necessary to help alleviate a self-interaction bias stemming
from excited states’ more open-shell character), VES-DFT
provides an accuracy comparable to TDDFT for simple va-
lence excitations while far outperforming it in CT states, even
when comparing against a RSH functional.
This paper is organized as follows. We begin with a brief
review of ground state DFT so as to make clear its paral-
lels with our excited state formalism. We then develop the
working equations for the VES-DFT method in the context
of both single-configurational and multi-configurational ficti-
tious wave functions. We then briefly review the ground state
xc functionals that we employ and discuss concerns about pos-
sible double counting problems. At the end of the theory
section, we compare VES-DFT with other excited state and
multi-reference DFT methods and also with constrained DFT.
Results and discussions are then presented for a variety of dif-
ferent valence, CT, and Rydberg excitations. We conclude our
discussion by pointing out the merits and drawbacks of the
current method, along with possible directions for future de-
velopment.
II. THEORY
A. Ground State DFT
In ground state DFT, the Levy constrained search formula-
tion provides a formally exact energy functional,1
E[n] = min
Ψ→n
〈
Ψ|Tˆ +Vˆee|Ψ
〉
+Vext [n] (4)
in which Tˆ and Vˆee are the kinetic and electron-electron repul-
sion operators, and Vext [n] is the external potential. Practical
formulations to KS-DFT approximate this functional as1
E[n] = Ts[n]+Vext [n]+ J[n]+Exc[n], (5)
in which Ts[n] is the kinetic energy of a fictitious Slater de-
terminant that shares the same density as the actual interact-
ing system, J[n] is the Hartree part of the electron-electron
repulsion energy, and Exc[n] is the exchange-correlation func-
tional. Considering the common case of a closed-shell, spin-
restricted KS determinant for N electrons, one can re-express
the energy in terms of the orbitals φi(r) for i ∈ [1,2, . . . ,N/2].
3The external potential and Hartree pieces,
Vext [n] =
∫
υext(r)n(r)dr (6)
J[n] =
1
2
∫ n(r)n(r′)
|r− r′| drdr
′ (7)
are dependent only on the density, which is in turn now deter-
mined by the orbitals,
n(r) = 2
N/2
∑
i
|φi(r)|2. (8)
Note that we follow the convention that i, j,k refer to occupied
orbitals, a,b,c to virtual orbitals, and p,q,r,s to all orbitals.
In general, functionals with hybrid components now lead the
exchange-correlation to be a direct function of the orbitals,
Exc[n]→ Exc
(
φ1,φ2, . . . ,φN/2
)
, (9)
and of course, by design, the kinetic energy is as well.
Ts[n] =−
N/2
∑
i
∫
φi(r)∇2φi(r)dr (10)
With this orbital-based formulation, one then minimizes Eq.
(5) under the constraint that the orbitals remain orthonormal
in order to arrive at the KS orbital eigenvector equation,
FˆKS φi = εi φi, (11)
in which FˆKS is the KS Fock operator.
Crucially, we note that the same energies, orbitals, and den-
sities are arrived at if one performs the minimization
EKS = minX
{
Ts+Vext + J+Exc
}
(12)
in terms of the elements of the anti-Hermitian matrix X that
transforms some initial orthonormal set of orbitals (such as
those that diagonalize the one-electron parts of Hˆ) into the
final KS orbitals.
φp(r) = ∑
q
[
eX
]
pq φ
(0)
q (r) (13)
From this perspective, KS-DFT can be seen as the pairing of
a minimally-correlated ansatz (the Slater determinant) and a
variational principle (the total energy) in which the energy
expression within the latter is replaced by a density func-
tional. To formulate VES-DFT, we will follow this per-
spective, but with excited-state-appropriate choices for the
minimally-correlated ansatz and the variational principle.
B. Variational Excited State DFT: Single-CSF Formalism
Take the variational principle first. Drawing on the strong
parallels between HF and DFT, we will import the Lagrangian
form of the excited state variational principle used in excited
state mean field (ESMF) theory,41 which is a generalization of
HF theory for excited states.
L=
〈
Ψ|(ω− Hˆ)2|Ψ〉−µ · ∂E
∂ν
(14)
Here ω is an energy used to select which excited state is be-
ing targeted, ν is the vector of variational parameters within
the ansatz, and µ is a vector of Lagrange multipliers by which
we constrain the the minimization of L so that it must con-
verge to an energy stationary point. In essence, the first term
in L is a rigorous excited state variational principle with the
energy eigenstate closest to ω as its global minimum, but be-
cause approximate ansatzes will prevent us from reaching this
minimum, we add the energy stationarity constraint to ensure
that at least this important property of exact excited states is
maintained. In other words, the idea is for the first term to
drive the optimization to the energy stationary point that best
corresponds to the desired excited state. In preliminary work
on ESMF,41 it has been found that computationally tractable
approximations to this Lagrangian
L˜= (ω−E)2−µ · ∂E
∂ν
(15)
are in practice effective at achieving the same goal, and so for
expediency’s sake we will adopt L˜ as our working variational
principle for VES-DFT.
Before deciding exactly what type of density functional en-
ergy expression we should insert into Eq. (15), we should
consider the choice of minimally correlated ansatz. To start,
consider a singly excited configuration state function (CSF),
which is perhaps the simplest spin-pure excited state ansatz.
|Ψai 〉=
1√
2
(
a+a ai |Ψ0〉±a+a¯ ai¯ |Ψ0〉
)
(16)
This is a superposition between alpha (i→ a) and beta (i¯→ a¯)
excitations from the closed shell Slater determinant Ψ0 in
which the excitations both occur within the same pair of spa-
tial orbitals {i,a}. The sign determines whether the excita-
tion is a singlet or triplet, and although we will develop the
mathematics for the singlet case below, the triplet is equally
straightforward. As in the ground state presentation above, the
(spin-restricted) molecular orbitals will be defined via an anti-
Hermitian matrixX as in Eq. (13), but with the corresponding
ground state KS-DFT orbitals now acting as the initial orbitals
φ (0) and X encoding excited-state-specific relaxations. This
single-CSF ansatz leads to the electron density
nia(r) = |φa(r)|2−|φi(r)|2+2
N/2
∑
k
|φk(r)|2 (17)
and a one-body reduced density matrix (1RDM) P that is di-
agonal in the basis of the relaxed molecular orbitals.
Pk j = 2δk j−δkiδ ji
Pbc = δbaδca (18)
Pjb = Pb j = 0
4As in KS-DFT, we set the kinetic energy to that of the mini-
mally correlated wave function. We express this in the atomic
orbital (AO) basis by rotating the 1RDM in to that basis,
PAO =CKSe
XP e−XC+
KS
(19)
where we have used the KS orbital coefficient matrix CKS .
The kinetic energy is then
Tia =
〈
Ψai |Tˆ |Ψai
〉
= Tr
[
PAOTAO
]
(20)
with TAO being the kinetic energy AO integrals,
[TAO]pq =−
1
2
∫
χp(r)∇2χq(r)dr, (21)
and χp the AO basis functions. By similarly converting the
expression for the density in to the AO basis,
nia(r) =∑
pq
χp(r)
[
PAO
]
pq χq(r), (22)
the external potential contribution may be evaluated as
V extia = Tr
[
PAOhAO
]
, (23)
[hAO]pq =
∫
χp(r)υext(r)χq(r)dr. (24)
Turning our attention now to the electron-electron repul-
sion energy, we start with the Hartree term, which for this
singlet CSF’s density is
J[nia] =
1
2
(ii|ii) + 1
2
(aa|aa) − (aa|ii)
+ 2∑
k j
(kk| j j) + 2∑
j
(
(aa| j j)− (ii| j j)
)
, (25)
which we have expressed in terms of the two-electron inte-
grals in the relaxed orbital basis.
(pq|rs) =
∫ ∫ φp(r)φq(r)φr(r′)φs(r′)
|r− r′| drdr
′ (26)
For hybrid functionals, we will need a definition for the “ex-
act” wave function based exchange energy, which we choose
to arrive at by making the usual index exchanges in the two-
electron integrals of the corresponding Hartree term.
Ex(wfn)ia = −
1
2
(ii|ii) − 1
2
(aa|aa) + (ai|ia)
− 2∑
k j
(k j| jk) − 2∑
j
(
(a j| ja)− (i j| ji)
)
(27)
When used for a closed shell determinant in the ground state
context, this index-exchange approach leads to the familiar
situation in which the Hartree and “exact” exchange terms
sum to the electron-electron repulsion energy of the Slater
determinant. However, things are not so simple in the ex-
cited state, and even for this single-CSF singlet wave func-
tion, the full wave-function-based electron-electron repulsion
energy contains one additional term:
Eeeia ≡ 〈Ψai |Vˆee |Ψai 〉 = J[nia] + Ex(wfn)ia + (ai|ia). (28)
For the triplet CSF, we have a similar situation, but the addi-
tional term takes on the opposite sign:
Eee(triplet)ia = J[nia] + E
x(wfn)
ia − (ai|ia). (29)
This extra term, which we will denote as the fictitious system
correlation energy (FSCE)
EFSCEia =±(ai|ia), (30)
determines the singlet-triplet splitting and arises from the fact
that Vˆee connects the two different terms in our CSF. This type
of strong correlation effect, in which the electron-electron re-
pulsion is modified by the fact that orbitals i and a are never
doubly occupied simultaneously, is simply not present in a
closed shell ground state. This fact is important, because it im-
plies that the practical formulations of ground state exchange-
correlation functionals that we are about to utilize will not in-
clude such an effect, and therefore it should not lead to much
double counting if we amend them with this extra strong cor-
relation term. This in mind, we define our single-CSF density
functional expression for the energy in Eq. (15) as
Eia = Tia+V extia + J[nia]+E
xc
ia +E
FSCE
ia (31)
The first three terms are as defined in Eqs. 20, 23, and 25, with
the last term providing the strong correlation effect from the
spin-pure open shell. The exchange correlation functional is
taken as the ground state functional of choice (e.g. B3LYP)
but with the density set to nia and the expression for the ex-
act exchange (if using a hybrid) set to Eq. (27) rather than the
ground state Slater determinant expression. As in the ground
state theory, in which EFSCE = 0 and HF is recovered by us-
ing a functional with no correlation and 100% exact exchange,
such a “pure exact exchange” functional leads the present for-
malism to become the analogous wave function theory based
on a single CSF. Thus, in combining Eqs. (15) and (31), we
followed the same general approach that leads to KS-DFT in
the ground state case. Specifically, we combined a minimally
correlated ansatz with a variational principle in which the en-
ergy was replaced with that of a density functional.
As in ESMF theory, the minimization of Eq. (15) requires
the evaluation of certain sums over energy second derivatives.
Although the density functional energy expression of Eq. (31)
differs from that of ESMF theory, we can exploit the same
automatic differentiation (AD) approach in order to perform
the optimization at a cost whose scaling with system size is
the same as a ground state KS Fock build. For an explana-
tion of how this is achieved, we refer the reader to the orig-
inal ESMF paper.41 As in that case, we have formulated our
pilot code using the convenient AD capabilities of the Tensor-
Flow framework42 and have carried out the minimization via
a quasi-Newton approach.43
C. Variational Excited State DFT: Multiple-CSF Formalism
In cases where a state contains major contributions from
multiple different single excitations, we may generalize the
5approach into a multi-CSF form with a wave function similar
to configuration interaction singles (CIS),44
|ΨMCSF〉=∑
ia
cia |Ψai 〉, (32)
in which we still relax the orbitals as above. In this case, the
density becomes
nMCSF(r) = 4∑
ia
|cia|2∑
k
|φk(r)|2+2∑
iab
ciacibφa(r)φb(r)
−2∑
i ja
ciac jaφi(r)φ j(r)
(33)
and the 1RDM in the relaxed MO basis is no longer diagonal.
Pi j = δi j−∑
a
ciac ja
Pia = Pai = 0
Pab =∑
i
ciacib
(34)
Nonetheless, we can still take the KS approach and evaluate
both the kinetic energy and external potential via the wave
function’s 1RDM using Eqs. (20) and (23).
Although the one-electron components are quite similar to
the single-CSF approach, the electron-electron repulsion en-
ergy is less straightforward. In order to define the Hartree
term, one possibility is to use the density from Eq. (33) in
the standard J[n] form of Eq. (7). However, doing so intro-
duces unphysical virtual-virtual Coulomb repulsion terms in
the form of (aa|bb), similar to the ghost interactions encoun-
tered in ensemble DFT. In order to avoid these in the multi-
CSF case, we generalize the Hartree term as the weighted sta-
tistical average of the Hartree terms from each separate CSF
as given in Eq. (25).
JMCSF ≡∑
ia
|cia|2J[nia] (35)
If we now apply the index-exchange approach, we simply ar-
rive at an “exact” wave function exchange that is the weighted
average of the single-CSF pieces from Eq. (27).
Ex(wfn)MCSF ≡∑
ia
|cia|2Ex(wfn)ia (36)
As before, the Hartree and exchange pieces do not add up to
the full wave function electron-electron repulsion energy,
〈Ψ|Vˆee |Ψ〉= JMCSF+Ex(wfn)MCSF +EFSCEMCSF, (37)
and the additional correlation effects are now more involved.
EFSCEMCSF = 2∑
ia jb
ciac jb[2(ai| jb)− (ab| ji)]
+∑
abi
ciac jb[∑
k
4(ab|kk)−2(ak|kb)]
−∑
i ja
ciac ja[∑
k
4(i j|kk)−2( jk|ki)]
+∑
ia
|cia|2∑
k
[−4(aa|kk)+2(ak|ka)+4(ii|kk)−2(ik|ki)]
+∑
ia
|cia|2[2(aa|ii)−2(ai|ia)]
(38)
Using the same logic as before (although see Section II E
regarding double counting concerns), we define the multi-CSF
density functional form for the energy in Eq. (15) to be
EMCSF = T +Vext + JMCSF+Exc+EFSCEMCSF (39)
in which the T and Vext are as in Eqs. (20) and (23) but with
the multi-CSF 1RDM, and Exc is as in the ground state func-
tional but with the density taken from Eq. (33) and the “exact”
exchange component set to Ex(wfn)MCSF . Although this definition
is not unique due to our somewhat arbitrary choice for the
Hartree and exchange terms, it does offer three advantages.
First, unphysical virtual-virtual repulsions are avoided. Sec-
ond, as in both KS-DFT and our single-CSF formalism, set-
ting the xc functional to 100% exact exchange with no corre-
lation recovers the wave function theory, which in this case is
ESMF theory.41 Third, as in KS-DFT, each term that results
from expanding Eq. (35) has a direct classical interpretation.
D. Exchange Correlation Functionals
So far we haven’t discussed the specific form of Exc. In the
current study we use the following three different xc function-
als: LDA, the Becke3-Lee-Yang-Parr functional,45–47 and the
Becke-Half-Half.48 Their xc functionals are:
ELDAxc [n] = E
UEG
x [n]+E
UEG
c [n] (40)
EB3LYPxc [n] = 0.08E
UEG
x [n]+0.72E
B88
x [n,∇n]+0.2Ex
+0.81ELYPc [n,∇n,∇
2n]+0.19EUEGc [n]
(41)
EBHHLYPxc [n] = 0.5E
B88
x [n,∇n]+0.5Ex
+0.81ELYPc [n,∇n,∇
2n]+0.19EUEGc [n]
(42)
in which EUEGx [n] and E
UEG
c [n] are the exchange and correla-
tion energy of the uniform electron gas (UEG) with density n.
EB88x is the B88 generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
47
to the exchange energy. ELYPc is the LYP GGA
45 to the corre-
lation energy. Ex is the exact exchange energy defined in ei-
ther Eq. (27) or (36). One could see that a major difference in
these three functionals is the amount of exact exchange mix-
ing: 0% for LDA, 20% for B3LYP, and 50% for BHHLYP.
We test a range of these because we expect the exact exchange
fraction to matter, as the ground and excited states have dif-
ferent amounts of open shell character and thus are likely to
suffer from differing degrees of self-interaction error. Choos-
ing an exact exchange fraction that best avoids a bias resulting
from such self-interaction imbalance will be important, and
since existing functionals were optimized for the closed shell
state, it will not be surprising if a higher than usual fraction
is necessary to create a fair playing field for the open-shell
state. That said, we should be clear that when evaluating ex-
citation energies, the same xc functional with the same exact
exchange fraction is used for both the ground and excited state
formalisms. The difference between ground and excited state
evaluation is simply that the former is treated with KS-DFT
while the latter is treated with VES-DFT.
6E. Double Counting Problems
The VES-DFT energy, in both the single and multiple CSF
formalisms, contains correlation terms that do not exist in
the energy expression of ground state DFT. However, one
potential problem of adding these correlation terms into the
energy formula as we have done is that, in principle, they
could be accounted for again in the xc functional, leading to
a double counting problem. In the single-CSF formalism, the
FSCE term (ai|ia) arises completely due to the fact that the
wave function contains two determinants with equal weights.
Otherwise, the overall spin-symmetry would be broken and
singlet-triplet gaps incorrect. Such a strong correlation effect
is (typically) not built in to practical forms for Exc which in-
stead aim to include weak correlation effects.49 Therefore, we
do not expect to have significant double counting problems in
the single-CSF case.
However, if one employs the full CIS-style multi-CSF for-
malism, the wave function definitely includes some weak cor-
relation effects. In order to illustrate this, consider the case
where the multi-CSF expansion is dominated by one CSF
with an excitation between the ith and ath orbitals. We can
treat such a dominated piece as the zeroth-order reference in
a perturbative expansion. As the other (symmetry-allowed)
singly-excited CSFs are coupled to this reference by Vˆee, their
coupling would be part of any 2nd-order perturbation cor-
rection starting from this reference. Thus, a simple Moller-
Plesset-style argument suggests that many and perhaps most
of the contributions within EFSCEMCSF would be part of the sys-
tem’s weak correlation physics and so at significant risk of
double counting within our multi-CSF formalism. Indeed, in
early testing, we found that excitation energies with the full
multi-CSF formalism were worse than those from the single-
CSF formalism, which we now understand was primarily a
double counting issue.
In order to avoid this problem, one might try to separate
contributions from the weak and strong correlations within
the multi-CSF expansion. Although there is no unique way
to do this, we have for now taken the expedient approach of
including in our multi-CSF expansion only those CSFs whose
TDDFT coefficients are above a threshold. While it may be-
come clear once more data is available what the least-bad
threshold choice would be, we have for now set this thresh-
old at a relatively large value of 0.2 to help ensure that re-
tained CSFs are playing a larger-than-perturbative role in the
excitation and are therefore more likely to contribute energetic
correlation effects of the type that are not built in to common
density functionals. For simplicity, and in contrast to ESMF
theory, we do not optimize these coefficients in our minimiza-
tion of L˜ and instead hold them fixed at their TDDFT values.
F. Comparison to multi-reference DFT
The VES-DFT uses an inherently multi-referenced wave
function to evaluate the kinetic energy. Such an approach
resembles various multi-reference (MR) DFT methods, such
as MRCI/DFT,50 multiconfiguration Pair-Density Functional
Theory (MC-PDFT),51,52 and density matrix renormalization
group pair-density functional theory (DMRG-PDFT).53 As in
VES-DFT, both MC-PDFT and DMRG-PDFT use a multi-
referenced wave function to evaluate the kinetic energy and
the classical Coulomb energy. Also like VES-DFT, MR-
DFT methods must be wary of double counting correlation.
However, unlike our current approach to VES-DFT, which
makes a rough attempt to separate weak and strong correla-
tion, MC-PDFT and DMRG-PDFT take a different route. In
MC-PDFT and DMRG-PDFT, the MR wave function is only
used to compute the kinetic and classical Coulomb energy,
with all correlation effects handled by the on-top pair den-
sity functional.54 This functional, unlike the more traditional
xc functionals used in KS-DFT, contains contributions from
two-electron density matrices and can thus more effectively
evaluate both both strong and weak correlation effects within
the functional itself.
Although VES-DFT thus has some strong parallels with ex-
isting forms of MR-DFT, it also possesses several advantages.
Perhaps most importantly, current MR-DFT formulations rely
on ground state orbitals and do not relax them during the DFT
calculation. In contrast, the use of an approximate excited
state variational principle allows VES-DFT to relax the or-
bital basis for each individual excited state. Another advan-
tage is that, by design, VES-DFT shares the same cost scal-
ing with system size as ground state KS-DFT. Once imple-
mented at production level, this trait should facilitate appli-
cations in larger systems. Current approaches to MR-DFT,
on the other hand, are limited by the exponential scaling of
CASSCF, MRCI, and DMRG. That said, paying this price
does confer the ability to treat states such as double excitations
that are clearly out of reach of our initial VES-DFT formula-
tion, so this comparison is not entirely straightforward. Fi-
nally, a second key advantage deriving from the use of an ex-
cited state variational principle is that VES-DFT can in prin-
ciple be applied to excited states deep in the energy spectrum
without increasing its computational cost. Current MR-DFT
methods rely on Krylov-style diagonalizations that must also
resolve the lower roots of the Hamiltonian when aiming at a
highly excited states.
G. Comparison to non-TDDFT Excited State DFT Methods
Certainly VES-DFT is not the first DFT method that allows
for excited-state-specific orbital relaxation. ∆ self-consistent
field DFT (∆SCF)55 relaxes excited state orbitals by search-
ing for open-shell solutions to the single-determinant KS-DFT
energy stationary conditions. While this approach can be very
effective, it is prone to variational collapse, in which the SCF
optimization converges back to the ground state determinant.
Although it does not always succeed, the the maximum over-
lap method (MOM)56,57 can overcome the collapse issue in
many cases, allowing MOM-based ∆SCF to succeed in some
particularly challenging settings such as core excitations.57
Another approach to relaxing orbitals while avoiding col-
lapse to the ground state that also mitigates the lack of spin pu-
rity in ∆SCF is the restricted open-shell Kohn-Sham (ROKS)
7method.58,59 Compared to ∆SCF, ROKS is for example better
positioned to produce accurate singlet-triplet splittings in CT
excitations.59 However, since it is still the energy that ROKS
tries to minimize, it is still prone to a variational collapse prob-
lem. While its open-shell nature of course prevents it from
collapsing to the ground state, ROKS must still contend with
the problem of collapsing to a lower excited state of the same
symmetry. In contrast, the VES-DFT approach minimizes an
excited state variational principle, and so should be less prone
to collapse issues, at least in principle. That said, as a non-
linear optimization method, VES-DFT is only guaranteed to
converge to the desired energy stationary point if the initial
guess is within its radius of convergence, and so in practice
the question of whether it faces issues analogous to variational
collapse will need to be investigated carefully. The prelimi-
nary tests we present below are clearly not exhaustive enough
to settle this issue, but we will say that we have not encoun-
tered any collapse-like behavior in our calculations so far. An-
other clear difference from both ∆SCF and ROKS is that the
multi-CSF formalism for VES-DFT allows it to study states
that strongly mix two or more excitation components.
H. Comparison to Constrained DFT
The constrained DFT (CDFT) method60 represents another
route towards obtaining accurate predictions for CT excited
states. As the name suggests, CDFT performs a ground state
DFT calculation with a constraint. For CT states, the con-
straint is usually chosen to force the right number of electrons
on the acceptor in the CT excited states. Because of the con-
straint, the energy minimization cannot collapse back to the
neutral ground state. It has been shown that in various ap-
plications involving CT excited states, CDFT gives accurate
results in terms of excitation energies,61 coupling elements,62
forces,63 and diabatic surfaces64 for electron transfer.
VES-DFT has some strong similarities to CDFT but also
important differences. Conceptually, both methods can opti-
mize orbitals specifically for excited states, and both methods
modify the optimization in order to guide it to the desired ex-
cited state. In CDFT, this guidance comes by constraining a
certain region of space to have a given number of electrons. In
VES-DFT, an approximated excited state variational principle
is employed, which in the form used here simply imparts a
preference for energies close to ω . A key difference between
these approaches is that while the CDFT constraint is rigid
(the final density is forced to satisfy the specified charge con-
straint exactly even if the true density does not), the energetic
nudge in VES-DFT does not force any particular structure on
the final density. Indeed, it merely aids in converging to the
energy stationary point corresponding to the desired state. Un-
like VES-DFT, CDFT’s final results will not lie at an energy
stationary point and will in general depend on the details of
the user-specified constraint.
One very strong parallel that should be emphasized is that
VES-DFT and CDFT are mathematically identical for long
range CT excitations in which there is no ambiguity in how to
define CDFT’s charge constraint (see for example Figure 1).
In order to illustrate this, consider that both methods are given
the same set of orbitals and the charge transfer is from the
HOMO of the donor to the LUMO of the acceptor. Enforc-
ing the additional electron on the acceptor in CDFT is then
equivalent to promoting one electron from the donor’s HOMO
to the acceptor’s LUMO. Therefore CDFT and VES-DFT in
the single-CSF formalism have the same orbital occupation,
leading to the same density, kinetic energy, and external po-
tential. Since the electron densities are the same, VES-DFT
and CDFT would yield the same Coulomb repulsion and xc
energy. Although in VES-DFT the additional FSCE is added
to the total energy, this term vanishes for long range CT, and
so CDFT and VES-DFT should produce identical results in
this special case.
In sorter-ranged CT, VES-DFT has the formal advantage of
not needing to know the final charge on any region in advance,
which implies that it has the potential to identify the donor
and acceptor orbitals for itself without user-supplied charge
constraints. This feature should be especially desirable when
one is trying to predict where charge comes from or goes to
and also avoids the ambiguities inherent to assigning formal
atomic charges that can lead to significant errors in CDFT.60
So long as an accurate approximation is employed for the ex-
change correlation functional — which is the same basic as-
sumption in all uses of ground state DFT — VES-DFT should
successfully identify the donor and acceptor for itself with-
out any intervention on the user’s part and without the need to
assign formal atomic charges.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The calculations in the current study are performed on the
following molecular and atomic systems:
1) singlet and triplet n→ σ∗ excitation in H2O.
2) singlet and triplet n→ pi∗ excitation in CH2O.
3) singlet and triplet σ → σ∗ excitation in LiH.
4) singlet He 1s→Be 2p excitation in He-Be dimer.
5) singlet NH3 2pz→F2 2pz excitation in NH3-F2 dimer.
6) singlet 2s→3pz excitation in Ne atom.
All of the VES-DFT results are obtained via our own pi-
lot code, which extracts one- and two-electron integrals from
PySCF.65 The Lebdev-Laikov grid66 is used to perform the
numerical integration to compute the xc energy. The TDDFT
and CIS results were obtained from QChem.67 Equation-of-
Motion Coupled Cluster with singles and doubles (EOM-
CCSD) results were computed by MOLPRO.68 In the cur-
rent study, the CSF expansions in both single-CSF formalism
and multiple-CSF formalism are selected by the CI vector of
TDDFT using the same xc functional. Because we choose a
large threshold of ε = 0.2 for CSF truncation, the single-CSF
formalism of VES-DFT is applied to all calculations except
the triplet excited state of LiH, in which this threshold leads
to the inclusion of 2 CSFs.
In H2O the H-O-H bond angle is chosen to be 104.5◦ and
the O-H bond length is 0.96A˚. In CH2O the H-C-H bond an-
gle is 116◦, and the C-H and C-O bond length are 1.11A˚ and
1.21A˚ respectively. In LiH the bond length is 1.6A˚, and the
8FIG. 1. Geometry of the NH3-F2 dimer. The N-H bond length and
H-N-H bond angle is 1.02A˚ and 106.2◦. The F2 bond length is 1.43A˚.
He-Be separation is 3.5A˚. The geometry of the NH3-F2 dimer
is shown in Figure 1. For basis sets, we employed the cc-
pVDZ basis69 for H2O, CH2O, and LiH, the cc-pVTZ basis70
for the He-Be dimer, the aug-cc-pVTZ basis70 for Ne, and the
6-31G basis71 for the NH3-F2 dimer.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Excited State Dipole Shifts
Before presenting the results of VES-DFT, we first catego-
rize the excited states into CT and non-CT types by comput-
ing the difference between the ground and excited state dipole
moment. In atomic units, the dipole moment is
~µ =∑
A
ZARA−
∫
rn(r)dr (43)
in which ZA and RA are the charge and position of the Ath
nuclei. For simplicity, the electron density for excited states
is estimated using Equation 17 using ground state KS orbitals
without any relaxation. The dipole moment difference (|∆~µ |)
between the ground and excited state yields information about
the electron charge distribution between these two states.
The computed |∆~µ |s are shown in Figure 2. For Ne, H2O,
and CH2O the |∆~µ | are fairly small, indicating that the charge
distributions are similar for the ground and excited states.
Thus, these excited states are purely Rydberg (Ne) and va-
lence excited states (H2O and CH2O) with little charge defor-
mation. As expected, the long-range CT excited states25,72 of
He-Be and NH3-F2 have a significantly larger |∆~µ |. Interest-
ingly, the excited state of LiH is also accompanied by a sig-
nificant amount of charge deformation and a large |∆~µ | value.
This is a consequence of the ionic nature of LiH, in which
the bonding and anti-bonding orbitals are shifted towards op-
posite ends of the molecule. We now discuss each class of
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FIG. 2. The norms of the dipole moment differences between ground
and excited states. The BHHLYP functional is used in all dipole
calculations.
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FIG. 3. The excitation energy error of singlet (left) and triplet (right)
n→ σ∗ excited states in H2O compared to EOM-CCSD results.
excitations separately, beginning with valence excitations and
then moving on through CT and finally Rydberg.
B. Valence Excitations
Excitation energy errors relative to EOM-CCSD for H2O
and CH2O are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Com-
pared to the CT examples in the next section, TDDFT
performs relatively well for these valance excitations, with
B3LYP and especially BHHLYP providing excitation energies
within about half an eV of the reference and LDA performing
only a little worse. These relatively good TDDFT results are
not particularly surprising in light of the fact that the charge
density deformations are small, and so the lack of orbital re-
laxation due to the AA is not especially concerning. In fact,
we have explicitly analyzed the importance of orbital relax-
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FIG. 4. The excitation energy error of singlet (left) and triplet (right)
n→ pi∗ excited states in CH2O compared to EOM-CCSD results.
ation by evaluating the Frobenius norm of the VES-DFT or-
bital rotation matrixX . Averaging over the three values from
the three different functionals tested, we find ||X|| to be 0.16
and 0.15 for H2O and CH2O, respectively, which is smaller
than in the CT examples we will see below.
The basic trend in VES-DFT accuracies for different func-
tionals follows that of TDDFT in these excitations, with BHH-
LYP giving the most accurate predictions, followed by B3LYP
and then LDA. As we will see, this accuracy ordering for
functionals in VES-DFT is seen in every one of our test sys-
tems, regardless of whether the excitation is valence, CT, or
Rydberg. Our understanding of this across-the-board trend
is that a larger degree of exact exchange is most likely help-
ing to balance self-interaction errors in the ground and excited
states. We expect that for a given fraction of exact exchange,
these errors are larger in the excited states due to their open-
shell nature, and so a higher degree of exact exchange than
is typically used in ground state models appears to be help-
ful for balancing these errors between the ground and excited
states. We should emphasize that in all of our VES-DFT re-
sults, energy differences were evaluated based on the same
functional for both ground and excited states, but using the
density and “exact” wave function exchange definition for the
state in question (see discussion surrounding Eq. (31)). Al-
though future work will clearly need to explore the choice
and design of functionals in VES-DFT more systematically,
the use of BHHLYP achieves errors below 0.2 eV in all four
of these initial valence excitation tests, providing an encour-
aging proof of principle.
C. Charge-Transfer Excitations
Although VES-DFT and TDDFT provide similar accura-
cies in the simple valence excitations discussed above, the
story is very different for CT excitations. Before looking in
detail at the numerical CT examples, it is worth considering
two important potential sources of error TDDFT faces in CT
contexts, which we will refer to as the EA/IP imbalance and
the orbital relaxation error. To see these clearly, consider a
simple CT excitation consisting of a single i→ a transition, in
which case the TDDFT excitation energy is given by73
∆E(i→ a) = εKSa − εKSi + 〈ia| fxc|ia〉 (44)
in which εKSi and ε
KS
a are the ground state KS orbital ener-
gies of the donor and acceptor orbitals, respectively. As is
well known in the context of the absence of a formal Koop-
man’s theorem for electron affinities in KS-DFT, the KS-
DFT orbital energies for virtual orbitals localized on an N-
electron subsystem only include electron-electron repulsion
effects from N− 1 electrons.4 This contrasts with HF theory,
where these virtual orbital energies include repulsion effects
from N other electrons and a formal electron affinity Koop-
man’s theorem is in force. For occupied orbitals localized
on an N-electron fragment, the orbital energies of both DFT
and HF include N − 1 electrons’ worth of repulsion effects
and both thereby have a sound formal Koopman’s theorem for
ionization energies. Thus, for systems with cleanly separated
donor and acceptor, the orbital energy difference in Equation
44 under-estimates the additional electron-electron repulsion
arising within the acceptor upon electron attachment but ac-
counts more correctly for the reduction in electron-electron
repulsion within the donor upon ionization. This EA/IP imbal-
ance will thus tend to push TDDFT towards too-low excitation
energies in long-range CT. Ideally, the third term in Equation
44 would correct this error, but in CT this term is typically
small or vanishing for a local functional due to the small or
vanishing overlap between the donor and acceptor orbitals.
Hybrid functionals do make a non-zero correction via their ex-
act exchange component, but as exact exchange fractions are
typically chosen below about 50%, one would not expect this
correction to resolve more than half of the EA/IP imbalance.
Note especially that range-separated hybrids are not designed
to assist with this issue, as it arises from a mismatch in the
treatment of intra-donor and intra-acceptor electron-electron
repulsion, which in many cases is a short-ranged affair. In-
stead, the simplest approaches to range-separation help cap-
ture electron-hole attraction between the donor and acceptor,
and although this is important, it leaves the EA/IP imbalance
unresolved. The optimal tuning approach is more effective
here, although it is not obvious how it should be generalized
to provide a balanced treatment of both valence and CT exci-
tations. In practice, of course, there will also be excitations
that fall somewhere in between these two clear-cut categories,
which we would expect to further confuse the choice of tuning
parameter.
While the EA/IP imbalance is a significant concern, it is
typically offset in practice by the fact that TDDFT works with
unrelaxed orbitals. As orbital relaxations in the excited state
are expected to lower the energy of the acceptor orbital and
raise the energy of the donor orbital, the orbital relaxation er-
ror arising from the lack of these effects will work to push
excitation energies upwards. Ideally, the third term in Equa-
tion 44 would eliminate both orbital relaxation issues and and
the EA/IP imbalance, but even when the third term is zero,
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FIG. 5. The excitation energy error of singlet (left) and triplet (right)
σ → σ∗ excited states in LiH compared to EOM-CCSD results.
these two errors do at least work to cancel each other be-
cause they push in opposite directions. However, the EA/IP
imbalance in long-range CT is often much too large for or-
bital relaxation errors to counteract, resulting in TDDFT exci-
tation energies that are are much too low as in the NH3→F2
and He→Be transitions shown below. However, as one moves
to increasingly shorter range CT with correspondingly larger
overlaps between the donor and acceptor, the EA/IP imbal-
ance becomes less and less of an error and more and more a
positive feature of the TDDFT formalism. Indeed, in the va-
lence excitation limit, the difference in how DFT accounts for
electron-electron repulsion energy in the occupied and virtual
orbitals increases the accuracy of using orbital energy differ-
ences as excitation energy estimates, because in this limit the
“donor” and “acceptor” are one and the same. One can imag-
ine that for very short-ranged CT, any small remaining errors
from the EA/IP imbalance could cancel with orbital relaxation
errors precisely enough for the exchange correlation term to
clean up the details. Such an effect seems to be at work in
LiH, to which we now turn our attention, which despite hav-
ing a substantial dipole change and thus CT is nonetheless
treated well by TDDFT.
1. LiH
Figure 5 shows excitation energy errors for the lowest sin-
glet and triplet excitations in LiH. For both of these states,
the balancing process between EA/IP issues and missing or-
bital relaxations appears to work in TDDFT’s favor, espei-
cially in the case of the BHHLYP functional. To check that
such a trade off really does appear to be at work here, we
again evaluated ||X|| as a measure of orbital relaxation impor-
tance and found it to be 0.41, significantly higher than for H2O
or CH2O. As in the valence states of those molecules, BHH-
LYP is also very effective in VES-DFT’s single-CSF formal-
ism for LiH’s singlet excitation. For the triplet, however, the
single-CSF formalism shows relatively poor accuracy regard-
less of functional, and indeed this is the one state among those
tested so far in which there are more than one CSFs above our
ε = 0.2 threshold in TDDFT. When we include both of the
CSFs whose coefficients breach this threshold via the multi-
CSF approach, the VES-DFT/BHHLYP result improves from
an error above 0.4 eV to an error of just -0.02 eV relative to
EOM-CCSD. Note that the multi-CSF approach has no effect
on the singlet state, as in that case only the primary CSF was
above the threshold.
2. NH3 to F2
We now turn our attention to the first of two long-range CT
excitations: the NH3-F2 dimer shown in Figure 1. In Figure 6,
we see that, after excited-state orbital relaxation via the mini-
mization of Eq. (15), VES-DFT is substantially more accurate
than TDDFT regardless of the functionals chosen. Even when
comparing VES-DFT/LDA against TDDFT with the ωB97X
RSH, the variational approach makes an excitation energy er-
ror roughly half as large. Using BHHLYP, which continues to
outperform the others for VES-DFT, the variational approach
achieves an excitation energy error of just 0.26 eV, compared
to about 4 eV for TDDFT with either ωB97X or BHHLYP.
It would appear that TDDFT’s error cancellation between
its EA/IP imbalance and its lack of orbital relaxations breaks
down here, with the magnitude of the former overwhelming
that of the latter. We can verify this picture in two ways:
first, with the VES-DFT approach, and second, by looking
at ground state KS-DFT IP-EA estimates at very long range.
Start with VES-DFT. At the top of Figure 6, we show the ex-
citation energies (i.e. the energy differences between Eq. (31)
and the ground state KS energy) before the VES-DFT orbital
optimization has been carried out, meaning that the excited
state VES-DFT energy is being evaluated using the ground
state KS orbitals. This excitation energy is thus the difference
between two many-electron DFT energies (one VES-DFT and
one KS-DFT) and so does not suffer from the EA/IP imbal-
ance that arises in the difference between KS single-particle
orbital energies. While the EA/IP issue has thus been re-
moved, orbital relaxation effects have yet to be included, and
as expected the excitation energies are now too large. When
we then relax the orbitals (||X|| = 0.21), we see in the mid-
dle of Figure 6 that the predicted excitation energies decrease
to more accurate values. Thus, by looking step-wise at how
VES-DFT changes the energy from TDDFT, we can watch
the staged removal of first the EA/IP imbalance and then the
fixed-orbital error. This process appears to confirm the idea
that TDDFT suffers from both, and that in long-range CT the
EA/IP part dominates, leading TDDFT to underestimate the
excitation energy.
We can corroborate this view by moving the molecules
to a very large distance and comparing VES-DFT, TDDFT,
and a simple difference of ground state KS energies be-
tween the cation, anion, and neutral species that provides a
many-electron evaluation of the IP and EA. At very long dis-
tance, Figure 7 shows that the performance of VES-DFT and
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FIG. 6. Comparison of excitation energy errors relative to EOM-
CCSD for the NH3 2pz→F2 2pz CT excitation at an intermolecular
separation of 6 A˚. For VES-DFT, we show the results both before
and after the orbital relaxation is performed.
TDDFT is quite similar to what we saw at the shorter sepa-
ration. At the bottom of the figure, we see that if we simply
perform four single-molecule ground state KS calculations for
the donor cation, acceptor anion, and the two neutral species,
the resulting difference between the IP and EA is a very ac-
curate predictor of the charge transfer energy, as we would
expect from previous work on CDFT. Thus, if both the IP/EA
imbalance born of single-particle orbital energy differences
and the orbital relaxation errors are removed via this ground
state KS approach or by CDFT, accuracy is restored. The key
point is that, unlike these approaches, the VES-DFT formal-
ism should allow both of these issues to be addressed even
in systems where clear-cut foreknowledge distinguishing be-
tween the donor and acceptor is not available.
3. He to Be
In our second long-range CT example, we investigate the
excitation from the He 1s orbital to the Be 2pz orbital as a
function of the distance between the atoms. In Figure 8, we
see the familiar failure of local functionals and simple hy-
brids to predict the correct 1/R trend in the excitation energy.
While this problem is repaired by the use of a RSH, we see
that absolute accuracy is still poor, at least for the specific
ωB97X functional we tested here. As in the previous exam-
ple, VES-DFT out-performs the accuracy of the RSH regard-
less of which functional it is paired with while also correctly
capturing the 1/R behavior. The advantage of VES-DFT be-
comes especially clear when looking at the non-parallelity er-
ror (NPE) plotted in Figure 9, which is defined as the differ-
ence between the largest and smallest errors relative to EOM-
CCSD across the distance coordinate. VES-DFT with LDA,
B3LYP, and BHHLYP all produce NPEs below 1eV, as com-
pared to an NPE of almost 2 eV for TDDFT with the ωB97X
functional.
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FIG. 7. Excitation energy errors relative to EOM-CCSD for the NH3
2pz →F2 2pz CT at a 120 A˚ intermolecular separation. ωB97X-
IPEA refers to the difference between (a) the sum of ground state KS
energies for the donor cation and acceptor anion and (b) the ground
state KS energy of the neutral ground states.
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function of R(He-Be) between VES-DFT, TDDFT, and EOM-CCSD.
As in the NH3-F2 transition, both the EA/IP imbalance and
orbital relaxations appear to be important in this system. Aver-
aged across the distance coordinate, the norm of the VES-DFT
orbital rotation matrix that we are using as a metric for the
importance of orbital rotations is ||X||= 0.3, which is higher
than in either of our valence excitation examples. Given that
TDDFT errors low relative to EOM-CCSD and that VES-DFT
errors high (even after orbital relaxation), we again conclude
that in TDDFT the EA/IP imbalance error is overwhelming
the orbital relaxation error at all distances. By addressing both
of these errors, VES-DFT does not rely on them cancelling
each other, and so produces a more accurate picture than can
be achieved within the linear response formalism when lim-
ited to practical functional forms.
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CT excitation energy.
D. Rydberg Excitations
Unlike in CT excitations, it is not obvious that the ability of
VES-DFT to address the EA/IP imbalance and orbital relax-
ations will be of great benefit in the context of Rydberg exci-
tations. In these states, the challenge faced by TDDFT arises
primarily from the failure of practical xc functionals to pro-
duce a potential that decays as 1/r at large distances, which
is not the same as the failure of error cancellation that causes
trouble in the CT case. However, work by Van Voorhis74 has
shown that although the ground state xc potential has little re-
semblance to the exact potential, the xc potential associated
with an excited state density can behave much more sensibly
at long distance. Thus, it is interesting to ask whether VES-
DFT’s inherently excited state nature and its ability to relax
the orbitals in an excited-state-specific manner may in prac-
tice lead to improvements for Rydberg states.
As an initial probe of this question, we have studied the
2s→3p excitation in the Ne atom. The excitation energy er-
ror v.s. EOM-CCSD is plotted in Figure 10. As expected,
TDDFT drastically underestimates the excitation energy by
as large as 8.21eV using LDA and 2.94eV using BHHLYP.
Notably, although our VES-DFT method is able to reduce the
error of TDDFT by some amount, it is still very far from being
quantitatively accurate. The most accurate functional in VES-
DFT, the BHHLYP functional, still underestimates the exci-
tation energy by 2.74eV. Although there is no dipole change
in this excitation, the charge deformation in Rydberg states
is still large since the virtual orbitals are much more diffuse
than and share little overlap with the occupied orbitals. Con-
sequently, the averaged ||X|| is as large as 0.25, comparable
to that of CT excitations. indicating that orbital relaxation is
also important in Rydberg excitations.
As discussed in the previous subsection, the main source
of error in VES-DFT is the self-interaction error with ap-
proximate xc functionals: The functional parametrized for the
ground state is incapable of correcting the self-interaction er-
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FIG. 10. Comparison of excitation energy error of the Ne 2s→ 3pz
transition.
ror of the excited electron residing in virtual orbitals. This
problem is not too concerning in valence excitations since
the occupied and virtual orbitals have similar characters, and
hence similar amount of self-interaction. Therefore thanks to
error cancellation, balanced description between the ground
and the excited states can still be achieved. However, in Ry-
dberg states, the virtual orbitals are much more diffuse than
the occupied orbitals. Consequently, the amount of SIEs left
in J[n] after adding the UEG exchange energy EUEGx [n] to it,
as in LDA, becomes clearly different in the occupied and vir-
tual orbitals. This results in a unbalanced treatment between
the ground and the excited state if one uses the same xc func-
tionals for both states, leading to a large error in this Rydberg
excitation energy. In future, testing asymptotically corrected
functionals in VES-DFT would appear to be warranted.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an approach to excited states in DFT
in which an approximated excited state variational principle
is paired with a density functional energy expression. By
adapting this expression for simple excited state wave func-
tion forms, this approach retains the Kohn-Sham advantage of
evaluating the kinetic energy via a wave function that is qual-
itatively correct for the state in question. Indeed, in the same
way that KS-DFT shows strong parallels to Hartree-Fock the-
ory, VES-DFT is closely related to excited state mean field
theory, which is a recently introduced approach to general-
izing Hartree-Fock to excited states. Compared to TDDFT,
whose reliance on linear response and the adiabatic approxi-
mation creates difficulties associated with orbital relaxations
and the EA/IP imbalance, VES-DFT resolves both of these
difficulties. In preliminary testing, this advantage results in
dramatically improved energetics for charge transfer without
a loss of accuracy in valence excitations, although Rydberg
states remain a challenge in the theory’s current formulation.
Looking forward, there are many questions to answer if
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VES-DFT is to become a modeling tool whose practical utility
approaches current DFT methods. Somewhat unsurprisingly,
given the open-shell nature of excited states, we find that func-
tionals with higher-than-usual fractions of exact exchange are
better at balancing self-interaction errors between the ground
and excited state. This begs the question of whether the the-
ory should even be defined as using the same functional for
both states, and, if so, how to make a widely transferable
choice for the exact exchange fraction. Of course, this is just
one question in a much broader array of functional design is-
sues, such as whether it would be advantageous to include
range-separation or asymptotic corrections, which we have
not yet explored. Functional design questions aside, there is
also much work to do in improving the practical convergence
properties of the optimization method. Although each step in
the optimization has a cost that scales as a typical Fock build,
the current approach often involves hundreds or even thou-
sands of such steps, making its prefactor substantially higher
than DIIS-accelerated implementations of ground state KS-
DFT. As in excited state mean field theory, one wonders if
there is an analogue of the self-consistent field optimization
approach that would accelerate the optimization. Alterna-
tively, a more careful examination of nonlinear optimization
methods beyond the simple quasi-Newton approach used here
may be fruitful. Given the exceptionally broad utility of cur-
rent DFT methodology and the very promising early results
showing how substantially VES-DFT can improve important
excitation energies, we look forward to engaging with these
questions in future.
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